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So, what exactly is signage? Signage is generally defined as any kind of graphic display intended
to convey information to an audience.

Signs are often used for advertising and marketing by companies or organisations. While advertising
hoardings may initially present themselves as 
the obvious solution for companies, there are 
other signs that can be used for this purpose. 
Other outdoor signage solutions and building
wraps are an alternative and successful way to
advertise a brand.
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We have a dedicated team of system architects, graphic designers and manufacturer partnerships
to assist you all the way in creating your own video wall.

We build video walls for offices, retail, hotels, restaurants, schools, universities, sports stadiums, 
hospitals and a range of other environments.

The benefits of a video wall include:
Instantly capture the attention of viewers and 
make a big impression

Provide viewers with standout visual experiences.

Enhances public and workspace areas.

Provides a perfect marketing opportunity.
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Making Presence in Exhibitions / Events

 .

When you are going to participate in an Exhibition or Event, first thing comes in mind that is 
Branding of a stall and Structure of it. Everybody wants beautifying things at their stall in a very
reasonable price. This FSU’s ( Floor Standing Unit ) vertically image or video content presentation
makes it different from a common horizontal LED TV .  Every good Company or Organization wants 
that someone should be there who keep or handle all the data in itself regarding of their product. 
Here our SMART LED FSU fulfill the requirement of a good presenter or representative in a very 
decent price. Keeping in mind for those organizations who searches or wanting this on hire basis,
For them THE ADVERTISING HUB provides the renting solution.
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YES ! Our Digital SMART LED FSU is available on RENT.

www.facebook.com/GoDigitalLed

www.instagram.com/GoDigitalLed

www.youtube.com/GoDigitalLed
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INSTAGRAM


